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The end of the working week, it’s Friday at last and if you are lucky
you can leave work a bit earlier too. You might have had some
fancy plans for dinner back at lunchtime, but when you put the
key in the door there is often too little time, not enough ideas nor
enough energy. Nevertheless you would like something tastier than
a standard sausage, a take-away pizza or a taco-kit.
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f you can give this a little bit of your time, then Liselotte can provide the
inspiration – and half the job is already done! In this book you will find lots
of lovely dishes, everything from a nice bit of meat to a simple Friday pizza
in a new style. With a bit of planning and a few short cuts, you will go far!
A really tasty Friday dinner without the stress and hassle – yes, that’s right, it’s
perfectly feasible!
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